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I. INTRODUCTION 
Since the publication in 1953 of Mourier’s paper [9] on random variables 
with values in a Banach space, a large number of papers concerned with the 
development of probability theory in Banach spaces have appeared. These 
papers have, in the main, been devoted to (i) measure-theoretic problems, 
(ii) limit theorems, (iii) martingale theory, and (iv) the theory of random 
equations. We refer to Bharucha-Reid [l], Driml and HanH [4], and 
Grenander [6] for references. 
Many studies in abstract probability theory and its applications lead to the 
spaces L,(Q, @, p, X) = L,(Q, X) o random variables defined on a proba- f 
bility space (Q, ed, p) with values in a Bancah spaceX In this paper we utilize 
tensor product methods, as applied to the L,(Q, X) spaces, to consider a 
number of problems. In Section 2 we discuss (i) strong random variables, 
(ii) the spaces L&2, X) as tensor product Banach spaces L,(Q) B X, and (iii) 
the connections between the norms on the spaces L&2, X) and L&Q, X) 
and the y and h norms in the sense of tensor product crossnorms (cf. Schatten 
[14]). In Section 3 we utilize tensor product methods to prove the existence 
of the conditional expectation for strong random variables. 
Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to tensor product Hilbert spaces, and in 
Section 6 we consider a problem concerning the eigenvalues of a random 
Hermitian matrix. In Section 4 we show that every pair of elements of a 
tensor product Hilbert space H @ 8, where H and sj are Hilbert spaces, 
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induces an (unique) operator of trace class on the coordinate space fi, and 
that the inner product of the pair is the trace-value of the induced operator. 
These results are used in Sections 5 and 6 where the trace-class operator 
considered is an integral operator. In Section 5 we show that a bilinear 
form defined by the trace-class operator can be represented by a numerical 
integral of the trace-valued function of the tensor product operator. In 
Section 6 a function of the eigenvalues of a random Hermitian matrix is 
expressed in terms of the trace of the matrix, and also in terms of the trace 
of an integral operator of trace-class. This result extends a result of Bharucha- 
Reid and Arnold [2]. 
2. STRONG RANDOM VARIABLES AND TENSORPRODUCT BANACH SPACES 
Let (Q, CY, CL) be a complete probability space; and let X denote a (real or 
complex) Banach space with norm 11 . /I . Let f(w) denote a function defined 
on Q with values in% f( w ) is said to be a simple random variable if it is constant 
on each of a fmite number of disjoint measurable sets A,. and equal to 8 (the 
null element) on Q - (ui Ai)-hence a simple random variable is of the 
form 
where x~I(w) is the indicator function of Ai E a, and xi EX. Finally, f(w) 
is said to be a strong random variable if there exists a sequence of simple 
random variables converging almost surely in IR tof(w). Two strong variables 
f(w) and g(w) which are equal almost surely will be considered identical: 
f=g. 
In view of the above, a strong random variable is simply a strongly measur- 
able Banach space-valued function defined on a probability measure space. 
As is well-known (cf. Hille and Phillips [8], p. 74), the collection of all strong 
random variables is a linear space. Many authors (cf. Grenander [6], Mou- 
rier [9]) in their studies on Banach space-valued random variables have 
restricted their attention to weak random variables, that is, mappings 
f(w) : D +X such that the real-valued functions x*( f (w)) are real-valued 
random variables for each x* ~3 *. If 3 is separable, then the notions of 
weak and strong random variable are equivalent. 
For fixed p (1 < p < co) we denote by L,(s2, G& p, X) = L,(Q, X) the 
Banach space of strong random variables f (w) such that 
s n Ilf (w)ll” dP < + aJ 
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with norm off(w) defined by 
Lfl, = (1, IlfbJW q=, 
and we denote by L,(Q,X) the Banach space of all essentially bounded 
strong random variables with norm defined by 
[fL = eyEyp Ilf(w>ll . 
We refer to Dunford and Schwartz [5] for a discussion of the spaces L,(Q, 3). 
For any finite sequences {&} E&,(Q, a, p) = L,(Q) and (xi} EX, put 
i ti 0 xi = i e,(w) xi (mod p). (2-l) 
i=l i=l 
The above relation defines an element of L,(Q, X). Let L,(Q) 0 X denote the 
set of all functions defined by (2.1); that is, L,(Q) 0 3 is the algebraic tensor 
product between the Banach spaces L,(Q) and X; and it is also a dense linear 
subspace of L&2,X) with norm [a], . This norm is a crossnorm (cf. Schatten 
[14], p. 28); that is 
[l 0 41, = II 5 IIP II x II > 6 EL,(Q), x l 3E; (2.2) 
and the tensor product Banach space between L,(Q) and 3E is the completion 
of L,(Q) 0 3 with respect to the norm defined by (2.2). We denote the tensor 
product Banach space by L,(Q) @X; that is (following the notation of Schat- 
ten [14]) 
L,(Q, X) = L,(Q) @ 3. 
Now, every f E L,(ln, 3E) is Bochner integrable; that is sf (w) C+(W) exists 
uniquely as an element of X, where the integral exists in the sense of Bochner 
(cf. Hille and Phillips [8], pp. 78-80). Th e range Banach spacer is regarded as 
a closed linear subspace of L&2,X) by the norm condition (2.2) and by the 
identification x = 1 0 x for x EX, where 1 is the function which is identically 
equal to unity on Q. Then the mapping f -+ s f (w) &(w) is a norm-one 
projection from L&2, X) onto X. For every A E G!, the integral sA f (w) C&L(W) 
exists in X, and the mapping f + sA f (w) C+(W) is a linear transformation 
from L&2,X) into X. 
The norms in the Banach space L&2, X) or L&2, X) are expressed (in the 
terminology of Schatten [14], p. 30, 36) by the y and h norms. That is, for 
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finite sequences (&} CL,(Q) or L,(Q) and (xi} CX, the y and X norms are 
defined, respectively, as follows: 
lVA (f fi 0 xi) = sup i E*(ti) x*(xi), 
i=l i=l 
(2.4) 
where sup is taken over all [* EL,*(Q), x* EX* with 11 t* II30 < 1 and 
II N* I/ < 1. Then it can be proved that 
and 
4i ELa4Q); P-6) 
or equivalently L&Q, Y.) = L,(Q) GY3E and L,(D) &,X is a closed linear 
subspace of L.&),X). These results are known (cf. Grothendieck [7]); 
however, we include a proof since these results are utilized in our calculations 
in Section 3. 
To prove (2.9, we first remark that 
which follows from the fact that N,(Cy=, fi 0 xi) is the greatest crossnorm 
of ~~=, fi 0 xi . To prove the converse inequality, let 
f(w) = ig x.dw) Xt 
be a simple X-valued random variable. Then 
VI1 = il El(-%) II Xi II = i II XA 111 II %i II* 
i=l 
and IVY(f) < [f]r; that is NY = [.I1 on Lo@, X), the linear space of all simple 
X-valued random variables, which is dense in each&,(Q) 0 3E (1 < p < + co). 
Now both crossnorms [C fi 0 x& and N,,(C Ei 0 xi) are continuous func- 
tions of the ti’s (and of the xi’s); and each Ei can be approximated by a 
sequence of scalar-valued simple random variables. This proves (2.5). 
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To prove (2.6), we note that for every ~~zl ti 0 xi EL&Q) 0 X, and 
for every E* and x* as in (2.4), 
/ i 5*(h) x*(4 / = 1 E* (f x*(4 Si) / 
i=l i=l 
= ““%Yp x 1 * (i 5dw) %) / i=l 
< es”;yp /j f 4iCw) xi (( 
i=l 
= [gl 5i 0 xi], 9 
which implies 
Consider the simple random variable f(w) = 1 xai(w) 0 xi . Then 
= my II xi II = II %, II 
for some & . We can now take a .&,* EL,*(Q) and a x0* EX* such that 
Eo*(XAJ = II t-o* II = II %I* II = 1, to*(x.4J = 0 
and 
xO*(xfo) = II xio II . 
Therefore 
(i # i,) 
j g1 Eo*(XAJ x0*(4 1 = II xi0 II 
= [flm; 
and [flm = Nh( f). That is NA(.) = [-Ii0 on LO(Q,X). The remainder of the 
proof is that same as that for (2.5). 
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In general, L,(Q) Gj,3E is a proper subspace of L,(Q, X) if (8, a, CL) 
has an infinite partition of nonnull measurable sets and X is not finite- 
dimensional. Indeed, let (A,} be a countable partition of 52(.4, E 0, 
~(-4~) > 0), and consider a sequence {xn} CX with 11 x,, 11 = 1 and 
II -v,,t - x, I/ > E > 0 for m # n. Define a function f as follows: 
f(w) = 1 XA,bJ) xn * 
f belongs to L,(Q, X), but it cannot be approximated in [ . lpl norm by a 
sequence of functions inL,(Q) 0 X. We remark that&,(Q) @A 3 = L,(Q, X) 
if and only if (Sz, GY, r) is discrete with finite elements or X is finite-dimen- 
sional. 
3. CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS OF STRONG RANDOM VARIABLES 
Let (Q, 0, p) be a probability space and let X be a Banach space. Let 
f(w) be strong random variable with values in 3E; and let 9 be a u subalgebra 
of a. For any scalar-valued random variable x, the conditional expectation 
E(x I 9) of x relative to 9r is defined by the equality 
jF~cX I it> (4 444 = jFxb4 4 4 
for every FE S (cf. [12]). 
DEFINITION. A strong random variable &‘{f / S} (w) is said to be the 
conditional expectation of a strong random variubZe f (w) E L,(Q, 3E) relative to 9 
if and only if it satisfies 
(i) 8{ f / S} (w) is measurable with respect o 9 and is Bochner integrable; 
(ii) .f~ 6f I W(w) 4 = .kf b> d TV f OY every F E 9, where the integrals 
are Bochner integrals. 
In order to develop martingale theory in Banach spaces, the above definition 
of the conditional expectation was introduced by Chatterji [3], Driml and 
Han8 [4], May [lo], and Scalora [ 131; and various properties of the conditional 
expectation of Banach space-valued random variables were studied by these 
authors. As a noncommutative generalization of conditional expectation, 
Umegaki [16] has defined the conditional expectation as a mapping of a 
space of measurable operators belonging to a L,-integrable class associated 
with a certain WC algebra; and Nakamura and Umegaki [ll] utilized this 
abstract conditional expectation in a treatment of von Neumann’s theory of 
measurement in quantum statistics. 
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In this section we use tensor product methods to prove the existence and 
uniqueness of the conditional expectation of strong random variables belong- 
ing to &(ln, 3) and L,(sZ, 3). 
THEOREM 3.1. For every f(w) EL#, a, p, X) = L,(Q, x), the con- 
ditional expectation b{ f ( S} exists uniquely us a function in L,(Q, 9, p, I) 
satisfying the following : 
(iii) b(z fi 0 xi 1 9} = 1 E(ti 19) 0 Xi 
(iv) Nf I9111 d VII 
for every finite ti E L&2), xi E X and f E Ll(Q, X). 
Proof. By the definition of the Bochner integral, for every F E .9 
Also by definition, the function 
Let g E L&J, 9, p, X) be a function satisfying 
j-/(4 44w) = j, $I 5r 0 Deb) 
I 
for every F E .F. Put vi = E(S, I 9) E L,(O, 9, II). Then for every x* EX* 
and every F E 9 
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almost surely, since the scalar-valued functions x*(g(w))and x*(& vi(w) . XJ 
are measurable with respect to 9. Also, the function g(w) is a limit of a 
sequence of functions 
Let X, denote the subspace of X generated by {xJi and {yjn)j,n . Then X, 
is separable. Hence there exists a countable set {xn*} CX* such that for x, 
y E I,, , x = y if and only if X,*(X) = x,*(y), n = 1,2 ,... . 
Put 
Then Nk and N = u Nk are p-null sets and measurable with respect to F. 
Now, for any fixed w E Sz - N, 
Xk* (g(W) - f yi(W) Xi) = 0, 84 = 1, 2,..*,; 
i=l 
which implies g(w) = ~~=, Q(W) xi ( w E Q - N), sinceg(w) and ~~=, Q(W) xh’i 
for fixed w E Q - N belong to X0 . Therefore 
g(w) = gl 7i 0 xi = i E(5i I F, 0 xi 9 
i=l 
and (iii) is satisfied; and it is the unique random variable satisfying (i) and 
(ii); that is b(x ti 0 xi) is the conditional expectation of the random variable 
xy=, ti 0 xi . By this argument, 
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where & , & E&(Q), xi , zi EX, implies 
Using 
we have 
= NY (El ti 0 xi) = [tl 5i 0 xi]l; 
that is, 
for every f E L@) 0 X. 
For a general f(w) E L&&X), take { fn(w)} CL,(Q) 0 X such that 
[f -frill-0. Then Mfn I=% is a Cauchy sequence in L&2, S, p, X), 
and converges in [.ll-mean to a function g(w) E L&2,%, CL, X). Therefore 
[6’( fn I S}]r < [frill , rz = 1, 2,..., implies [g], < [ fll . Furthermore, for 
every F E 9 
= lim s FQfn I -W(w) 44~) 
= s p4 44JJ), 
where the limit is with respect to the norm in X. Since there exists a p-null 
set N C D and a separable linear subspace X, of X such that g(w) E X, for 
every w E Q - N, it follows, as in the argument above, that 
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g(w) = b{f(w) 1 g} is uniquely determined by f(w) and satisfies conditions 
(i) and (ii). 
THEOREM 3.2. For every f(w) E L&J, Cl, II, X), the conditional expectation 
c?{ f [ St) exists uniquely as a function in L&2,9, p, X) satisfying the follow- 
ing : 
(4 L&f I WI% d mm . 
Proof. Let f EL,(Q,X). Since L&2,X) is a linear subspace of L,(O,X), 
the conditional expectation &{ f ! 9) belongs to L&2,3) and it satisfies (i) 
and (ii) of the definition. For any simple function g E Lo@, X), 
j, II big I 91 Wild/+) d j, II g(w)ll h(w) (3.1) 
for every F E 9. Forf E L&2, X), we can take a sequence of simple functions 
{f,,} C L’J(52, X) such that 
Hfn I 91 - S(f I YH1 d [fn -fL - 0. (3.2) 
Put g = fn (n = 1, 2,...) in (3.1). Then (3.1) and (3.2) imply (3.1) for g = f. 
Therefore, for any simple scalar-valued g-measurable function f(w) with 
II 5 Ill d 1 
/ j 8~) II g{f I St> (4 44) 1 G s / t(w) / Ilf (wN44w) G [f 1,; 
and (v) is obtained. 
From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 the following corollary is immediate: 
COROLLARY. The mapping f ( w + B{ f 1 F} is a linear idempotent operator ) 
(i.e. a projection) with norm 1 of L&2, Cn, 1-1, X) [resp. L,(Q, 02, p,X)] onto 
L&4 9, P, X) [yesp. L&J, 9, II, WI. 
We close this section with a remark concerning the case when X = 45, 
a Hilbert space. The Hilbert space L&2,9, p, 8) can be regarded as a 
closed linear subspace of L&J, G!, CL, $). The conditional expectation 
b{ f 1 F} off(w) E L,(sZ, $j) relative to 9 belongs to L,(Q, 9, ,u, $j), and is 
the projection off onto L,(Q, 9, p, 9~). This follows immediately from the 
fact that the conditional expectation E( f I 9) in the “classical” sense is the 
projection of L&2, 6Y, p) onto L&2,9, CL). In particular, if 9 = F,, is the 
trivial subalgebra of M (i.e. it consists of only two elements), then 
&if I so> = jQfk4 4&J), 
where the integral is the Bochner integral; which is just the projection of 
UQ, $1 onto 5 
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4. OPERATORS ASSOCIATED WITH ELEMENTS 
OF A TENSOR PRODUCT HILBERT SPACE 
Let H and $3 be a pair of Hilbert spaces with inner products (* , -)and 
(* , *), respectively; and let H 0 6 be the algebraic tensor product of H and 
9. For any elements f = cb, ti 0 si and g = xLI qj 0 yi , where Ei , 
nj E H and xi, yj E jj, put 
Then (* 1 .) is an inner product in H Q 6, and 
(4.1) 
satisfies the norm condition on H 0 Sj. Let H @ & denote the completion 
of H 0 $j with respect to the norm defined by (4.2); then H @ s is the 
tensor product Hilbert space of H and !?j. 
For 
and x, y E 9, put 
F(x, Y) = 1 (5i 9 4 . (Xi , Y> <xv Yj>. 
iA=1 
ThenF(x, y) is a bounded bilinear functional on $ji; and there exists a bounded 
linear operator L( f, g) on 8 such that 
<w g) x> Y> = F(x, Y) (4.4) 
for every x, y E $. The operator function L( f, g) defined by (4.4) has the 
following properties: 
G) WY g)* = W,f) and W,f) 2 0, 
(4 KL %fi t Z PjEj) = L.i %#Afi 3 gih 
where {q} and {fij} are scalars. The above properties follow from the definition 
of Kf, d. 
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Now, the operator L( f,f) = L( f), say, is of trace class. Indeed, since 
f = CL1 Ei 0 xi and L(f) 3 0, for any complete orthonormal system 
{pk} in 6 we have 
Furthermore, for any f, g E H 0 sj, 
L(f,g) = ibxf +g) -L(f -g) +iL(f + ig) -iL(f - 4s 
Hence L( f, g) is of trace class. Therefore, for a complete orthonormal system 
{pk} in sj, we have 
By the polar decomposition 
IJU g)l = w(f,g)* *JYf, g))“” = WL(fP g) 
for some partially isometric operator W, hence 
Trace norm [L( f, g)] = Tr[WL( f, g)] 
and (uniform norm) jl L( f, g)ji < /If 11 IIg II . Since for any f, g E H @ J3 there 
exist sequences {fn}, {g,} C H 0 8 such that II f,, - f II --f 0 and 
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II gn -g II + 0, L(fn 1 &J converges to a trace class operator L on !$ in the 
trace norm which is independent of the choice of the sequences {fn} and 
hJ* 
We now state and prove the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. For every pair of elements f, g E H @ Jj, there corresponds 
a unique trace class operator L( f, g) such that, in addition to properties (i) and 
(ii) listed above, the following conditions are satisJed: 
(iii) TM f, &I = < f I g> 
(iv) Uniform norm /I L( f, g)l/ < T race norm [L(f, dl d Ilf II II g II 
(v) L( f, g) is completely positive; that is, for any jinite sequences 
{fJ C H @ 9 and k) C -5, 
Proof. We have to prove only (v). To do this, consider a 
Then 
For general (fJ C H @ $3, ( v can be established by the limit process together ) 
with the norms relation (iv). 
5. HILBERT SPACE-VALUED RANDOM VARIABLES 
In this section we consider the tensor product Hilbert space of Hilbert 
space-valued random variables. This case is of particular interest in applica- 
tions of tensor product methods in the theory of random equations; and in 
Section 6 the result obtained in this section is used in the investigation of a 
problem concerning the eigenvalues of a random Hermitian matrix. 
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Let L&Q, 6) denote the Banach space of strong random variables f(w) 
with values in a Hilbert space $3 such that so 11 f(w)i12 &(w) < + CO. For 
any pairf, g E L,(Q, 5), the numerical function (f(u), g(w)) on Q is measur- 
able and integrable, since 
(f(W), g(w)> = i# Of(w) + g(WW - IIf - S(w)li2 
+ i’llf(w) + ~g(~>li2 - i IIf(w) - kb)ll’>. 
Hence L,(Q, Jj) is a Hilbert space with inner product 
(f I g) = j, tfk4 g(w)b 444 
and norm [ f12 = (f I f)rj2. The element 2 Ei 0 xi of the algebraic tensor 
product L2(Q) 0 sj is also an element of L&2, !?j); and the inner product 
in L,(Q) 0 4, is defined by 
That is, L,(Q, $j) is just the tensor product Hilbert space L,(Q) @ 9. 
Let x and y be two given elements in 5. The tensor product x @ y repre- 
sents an operator on sj whose defining equation is given by 
(x @y)z = (z,y) x (5-l) 
for every z E B. W7e refer to Schattan [14, p. 69; 15, p. 71 for a discussion 
of the tensor product operator defined by (5.1) and its properties. In this 
paper we will use only the following property of x By, namely: 
(Xl OYl) (x2 OY2) = <x2 ,Yl> XlOY2 (5.2) 
We now prove the following result. 
THEOREM 5.1. For any pairs f, g E L,(Q, 8) and x, y E J3 
<L(f,dx,~j = JnWfb) O&l 'x Orl44w), (5.3) 
where L( f, g) is the operator corresponding to the pair f, g as defined by (4.4). 
The integrand in (5.3) is always measurable. 
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Proof. Using (5.2), we have 
Tr[f(w) @g(w) =.r Or1 = (f(w),y) * <x,g(w)I:; (5.4) 
hence the integrand in (5.3) is measurable and integrable. If f = C fi 0 xi 
and g = C qi 0 yj , then f(w) = C ti(w) xi and g(w) = C Q(W)Y~ are 
elements of 5 for each w E Q, excepting a null set in 9. Hence 
s Wf (w) @g(w) . x Or1 4.4~) R 
= 
ST R i i <Edw) xi 9 Y> ’ Cx* 71iCw) Yj> 4-dw) 
For general f, g E L&Q, &), take a pair of sequences { fn), {g,] CL,(Q) 0 $3 
such that llfn -f II2 -+ 0 and II g, -g II2 - 0; then (f,(w), y> - <f(w), Y> 
and (gn(w), x} + (g(w), x) in La(Q) mean. Hence 
(fn(wh Y> . (x9 g&J)> -+ <f(w), Y> (xv g(w)> 
in Lr(Q) mean. Therefore, by (5.4) 
1, ‘Wf,(w) 0 g,(w) . x 0 ~144~) - 1, Wf (w) 0 g(w) . x I%i, ~144~). 
Finally, by Theorem 4.1, 
Mfn > gn) xv Y> -+ Wf, g) xv Y>* 
6. EIGENVALUES OF A RANDOM HERMITIAN MATRIX 
Let sj = L*(S) be a functional Hilbert space over a measure space (S, Z, v). 
The Hilbert space L&2, 9) is expressed by 
J%.(Q, .53) = &2(Q) 63 w9 = L(Q x S), 
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where Q x S is the product measure space (Q x S, 67 x Z, p x v). Each 
f E L,(Q, sj) is a function of two variables f(w, s) on Q x S. Let 
f(w) = f (w, .); then f (w) is an &valued random variable. For each pair of 
functions f, g EL&?, !?j), put 
The function &,(s, t) is measurable on S x S and belongs to L2(S x S). 
Hence it follows immediately from Fubini’s theorem that 
j, (f (4 g64) 44 = /, kds, 4dvtsh 
Recall the operator L( f, g) (f, g E&(Q, &)) of trace class defined by (4.4). 
We now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. The operator L( f, g) is expressed by an integral form with 
Hilbert-Schmidt kernel Krs(s, t): 
Mf, d 4 (~1 = j-, Krsh t) x(t) W). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, for any x, y E !?J 
Wf, d xt Y> = j, Wf (WI @g(w) * x Or1 G(w) 
= s R <f (w)v Y> . <x, g(w)> 4(w) 
=sss -- f& S)Y(S) -A+J, 4 4t)W) W) dtL(w) R s s 
= j,j, 1 j,fCw, s)g(w, t) d~(W)l x(t)y(s) dv(s) dv(t) 
. 
z 
JS MS, t) x(t) y(s) d4s) dW s s 
We now introduce (1) a concrete Hilbert-Schmidt operator K on $, and 
(2) a random Hermitian matrix A(w), whose elements are generated by 
elements of L,(sZ, !?J), and obtain a result on the random eigenvalues of A(w) 
in terms of the trace of K. 
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Let ifn(w)> CUQ9 $1 b e a sequence of B-valued independent random 
functions fn(w) =fn(w, S) having the same finite-dimensional probability 
distributions. Under the above assumptions we can put 
f J&% S)fih t> 44w) = -wi(w, 4f&J, t>) = K(s, q, 
for i = 1, 2,...; that is KfSfi(s, t) = K(s, t). Let K denote the integral operator 
with kernel K(s, t). Now put 
for i,j= I,2 ,.... Then ajj(w) = Q(W) almost surely; and A(W) = (uij(w)) 
is an infinite-dimensional Hermitian random matrix. The diagonal elements 
aii(w) have the same distribution, and 
= 
s 
s K(s, s) dv(s) = Tr[K]. 
Let A,(W) denote the n x n random matrix 
-%(w) = k%(w)), i,j = 1, 2 ,...) n. 
A which is the n-th section of the random matrix A(w), is also a Hermitian 
rai&om matrix. We denote by h,,,(w), h&w),..., h,,,(w) the eigenvalues of 
A,(W); and,as is well-known, the eigenvalues of/Z,(w) are real-valued random 
variables. We now prove the following result. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let the sequence of random functions {&(w)} C L,(Q 5) 
satisfy the assumptions stated above. Then 
Tr[K”] = & i E@:,,(w)) = -& E(Tr[A,“‘(w)]), 
P=l 
m = 1, 2 ,..., n = 1, 2 ,..., where Tr[K”] and Tr[Anm(w)] are the truces of 
the operator Km on Sj and of the n x n random matrix A,“(w), respectively. 
Proof. We will use the fact that for the eigenvalues {hi} of any n x n 
matrix W = (wuii); 
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for K = 1,2,... . It now follows from the independence of the random func- 
tions {f,(w)}, together with Fubini’s theorem, that for any different indicies 
. . . 
El 3 12 vs.*, b, 
qs, s2) m9 ss) *** mn ,Sl) MI) --* ~Gn) 
(m-fold) 
= Tr[P]. 
If we now sum the left-hand side over all indicies 1 < i1 , iz ,..., i, < n, we 
obtain 
f E(Ar,g(~)) = nmTr[KnL]. 
k=l 
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